Traumatic brain injury of the forelimb and hindlimb sensorimotor areas in the rat: physiological, histological and behavioral correlates.
This study characterizes physiological, histological and behavioral effects of traumatic brain injury (TBI) produced by a controlled pneumatic impactor striking the entire right sensorimotor cortex of the anesthetized rat. Damage to both the fore- and hindlimb sensorimotor areas resulted in a hemiparetic animal which allowed us to use four sensitive behavioral/neurological tests to track the recovery sequelae after injury. Initial experiments measured cardiovascular and respiratory effects after cortical impact which depressed the dura to varying depths. Both 0.5 mm and 1 mm cortical depressions produced a momentary decrease (P < 0.05) in mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) while cortical impacts to depths of 2 mm or 3 mm produced a momentary increase (P < 0.05) in MABP. Normotension was re-established within 30 s after the initial response at all injury levels. Respiratory rate was affected only following 3 mm cortical depressions. A 1 mm cortical depression appeared ideal in terms of minimal cardiorespiratory effects, low mortality and lasting behavioral effects. For behavioral and histologic studies, therefore, additional rats were injured by a 1 mm cortical impact and tested for 8 weeks after TBI using four behavioral tests. Injured rats displayed both fore- and hindlimb deficits up to 56 days while traversing a narrow beam (P < 0.001) and up to 28 days when crossing a pegged beam (P < 0.05). Forelimb deficits evaluated on a wire grid platform were evident for 28 days (P < 0.05). Forepaw preference measured in a non-test setting indicated a bias to use the unaffected forepaw for 35 days (P < 0.05). A biphasic pattern of functional recovery was seen on all tests. A period of rapid functional recovery lasting 7 to 10 days was followed by a slower period of functional recovery lasting many weeks. Possible meanings of this biphasic recovery are discussed as issues of behavioral compensation/adaptation versus true neural recovery. Eight weeks after TBI histological analyses indicated that axonal degeneration was present in the areas adjacent to the ipsilateral cortical injury site. Degenerating fibers also extended across the corpus callosum into the homologous area in the contralateral cortex and were seen in the ipsilateral striatum, somatosensory and motor thalamic nuclei and substantia nigra. Significant axonal degeneration occurred bilaterally around the deep cerebellar nuclei. Degenerating fibers extended into the folia and terminated in the cerebellar granule cell layer. Thus the entire sensorimotor control system appeared to have been affected by a cortical injury.